
National Library of Viet Nam organizes online Book Exhibition to celebrate the 130th birthday of President Minh 

  

   President Ho Chi Minh is a genius leader of our Party and people, a hero of national
liberation, an outstanding cultural celebrity, and a representative of the movement for the
liberation of oppressed peoples in the world. With passionate patriotism, noble communist
ideals and pure international sentiments, President Ho Chi Minh devoted his whole life to the
cause of emancipation of the working class, the national liberation and human liberation. As a
particularly talented revolutionary, President Ho Chi Minh has creatively applied
Marxism-Leninism to the specific circumstances of our country, setting the right path for
Vietnamese revolution move from one victory to another. The noble qualities of President Ho
Chi Minh are the embodiment of the combination of the best traditions of the Vietnamese people
from thousands of years ago with the revolutionary thought of the time. His life is full of
hardships and sacrifices but extremely glorious, is a shining example of revolutionary heroism,
fighting solidarity, simple and humble morality…

  

   On the occasion of the 130th birthday of the great President Ho Chi Minh (May 19, 1890- May
19, 2020), the National Library of Viet Nam organized a book exhibition to celebrate the 130
th

birthday of President Ho Chi Minh in the online mode.
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National Library of Viet Nam organizes online Book Exhibition to celebrate the 130th birthday of President Minh 

           The exhibition introduces 500 books about the life, revolutionary career, thoughts, moralityand style of President Ho Chi Minh, arranged in 4 contents:     1. PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH – HERO OF NATIONAL LIBERATION:Introduces documentsabout President Ho Chi Minh’s activities from the time he left the country to find a way to savethe nation until the day he returned home to lead our people in the struggles for taking thepower, unifying the country and bringing independence and freedom to the nation; His thoughtson the revolution, the struggles for national liberation, the military thoughts…     2. PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH – CULTURAL CELEBRITY: Introduces typical works, poems,essays, speeches and articles of President Ho Chi Minh; His thoughts, especially thought aboutthe rule of law, religion, belief, economic and cultural development, constantly improving thepeople’s material and spiritual life…     3. PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH – THE NAME IS SHINING FOREVER:Introducesthe works ofVietnamese people praising and acknowledging President Ho Chi Minh’s contributions to thenation and country of Viet Nam; the works of scholars and researchers around the world writingand praising President Ho Chi Minh in many fields; memoirs of foreign authors about the VietNam war and President Ho Chi Minh.     4. STUDYING AND FOLLOWING HO CHI MINH’S MORAL EXAMPLE:Introduces materialswriting about Ho Chi Minh’s style, ethics and moral example; directive documents and manualson the Campaign of studying and following Ho Chi Minh’s moral example; typical examples inthe implementation of the campaign; summary report of the campaign…     Through the books introduced in the exhibition, readers will learn more about Sen village,Chua village where President Ho Chi Minh was born and spent the first years of his childhood,will know about Nguyen Tat Thanh’s ambitious youth when he stepped on the ship to leave thecountry with a strong will, an extraordinary energy to embark on a long and arduous journey tofind the shadow of a freedom Fatherland tomorrow, know about his dedication and sacrifice hiswhole life for the cause of emancipation of the working class, the national liberation and humanliberation of the Communist Nguyen Ai Quoc - Ho Chi Minh, know about an outstanding culturalcelebrity whose thoughts and works reflect a deep understanding of the world history andculture, are the crystallization of morality and a noble soul, the earnest admonitions, the powerto urge the whole nation to act to build and defend the Fatherland... The exhibition alsointroduces many materials related to the feeling and gratitude of the people of the country andinternational friends for the great President Ho Chi Minh, about the Campaign of studying andfollowing Ho Chi Minh’s moral example.     The exhibition contributes to propagating and educating the awareness of President Ho ChiMinh’s great merit and dedication of President Ho Chi Minh to the Vietnamese revolutionarycause; show infinite reverence and gratitude to Him; contribute to inculcating and effectivelyimplementing the study and following Ho Chi Minh’s thoughts, morality, style, building a cleanand strong Party and political system; consolidate and cultivate the people’ trust in theCommunist Party of Viet Nam in the cause of building and defending the Socialist of Viet Nam.     Sincerely invite readers to visit the online book exhibition module on the Portal of the NationalLibrary of Viet Nam at: http://nlv.gov.vn/trien-lam-sach to visit and learn about theExhibition.     _____________     News: Hong Van; Photos: Minh Huyen
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https://nlv.gov.vn/trien-lam-truc-tuyen-ky-niem-130-nam-ngay-sinh-chu-tich-ho-chi-minh.html

